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“So that all that which is yours should never again be taken away”  
-   Inscription on Colette is Dead from Tomb, PS1 Contemporary Art Center, 1978 
  
Between 1972 and 1983, the artist Colette transformed her Lower Manhattan loft into an immersive, ever-evolving 
installation and inhabited it as a living sculpture. Covering the ceilings and walls with ruched silks, blush satins, 
mirrors, cascading ropes and light boxes, Colette obsessively created a complete Living Environment in which every 
surface was a work of art. Through mixed-media paintings, sculptures, light boxes, costumes, short films, music, 
performance documentation, and ephemera, the exhibition at Company Gallery reconstructs a portion of this leg-
endary space with a new installation that utilizes the original site’s elements, as well as revisits the prolific period of 
Colette’s practice during which she called the Living Environment her home.  
  
Colette is an un-categorizable artist who has circulated her singular vision through a wide range of mediums, sites, 
and contexts. First appearing on the New York downtown scene in 1970 with a series of three-dimensional portraits 
that resemble maquettes for theater sets, as well as large-scale paintings made anonymously on the streets of SoHo, 
Colette then began in 1972 to create her iconic installations in storefront windows. Her first, a tableaux vivant per-
formance in which she posed as the central figure of Liberty Leading the People (1848) by Eugene Delacroix, quick-
ly began to influence the interior architecture of her own home.  

Moving fluidly between the public sphere and her own private space, Colette’s work embraced an unapologetic 
eroticism and effete femininity that short-circuited the feminist politics of the day. Her aesthetic combined the all-
encompassing decadence of Louis XVI and the affected alienation of the burgeoning punk scene. Channeling vari-
ous heroines throughout history in performances and staged photographs, and wearing custom clothing made from 
the walls of her environment on a daily basis, Colette created an individual mythology in which the line between art 
and life were largely indiscernible. In a series of performances, Colette would sleep in an exploration of the line be-
tween dreams and reality, romance, and the realization of impossible desires. Particularly in her window displays, 
her wish was to reinvest the ordinary with a sense of magic amongst a random and varied audience. 
  
In 1978, the line between art and life was fully eliminated when Colette enacted a performance at the Whitney Mu-
seum in which she “died,” reemerging a few days later at PS1 Contemporary Art Center as Justine — the riotous 
executor of the Colette is Dead Co. Ltd and front woman of the no-wave band Justine and the Victorian Punks. Rec-
ognizing that an artist’s work usually appreciates after their passing, she arranged for her own death to transform 
herself into what she termed a  “reverse pop artist.” Essentially plagiarizing herself through the development of 
commercial products and services based on her former artwork as Colette, Justine created an LP (the single to which 
is Stephen Foster’s operatic composition Beautiful Dreamer, arranged to disco by Peter Gordon), a line of clothing 
for Fiorucci, and a replica of her own bed, for sale in the Sakowitz Christmas catalogue.  

While New York has always been her home, upon receiving a DAAD grant in 1984 Colette moved to Berlin under 
the new guise of Mata Hari and the Stolen Potatoes. With the help of Leo Castelli, Colette came close to securing a 
permanent home for the Living Environment before her departure, but its fragments were ultimately moved into 
storage. Widely influential on artists both contemporaneous and contemporary, as well as on popular culture more 
widely, Colette and her earliest work, born out of her legendary installation, have for too long fallen out of the narra-
tives of art history.        
  
I’m a work of art … I’m fragile and frail 
I’m a work of art … handle me with care 
I’m a work of art … you can look but not touch 
I’m a work of art … be happy with that 
I’m a work of art …must I always lay flat ? 
- Lyrics by Justine of the Victorian Punks for I’m a Work of Art from the performance Ripping Myself Off, 1978 
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Colette Lumiere is a pioneering artist whose vast and enduring body of work has both innovated and defied the 
categories of installation, performance, photography, and painting from the early 1970s through the present. She has 
been known by the personas of Justine (1978–83), Mata Hari and the Stolen Potatoes (1984–86), Countess Reichen-
bach (1986–91), the House of Olympia (1991-2001), and Lumiere (2001-2020). 

Colette’s artwork is in the collections of the Guggenheim, New York; MOCA, Los Angeles; The Brooklyn Museum, 
New York; The Aldrich Museum, Ridgefield, CT; The Museum Ludwig, Cologne; The Wolfsburg Museum, Wolfs-
burg,Germany; and The Berlinische Gallery, Berlin, among others. She has presented her work at the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York; MoMA PS1, New York; the New Museum, New York; the Grey Art Gallery, New York; the 
Musee D'art Moderne, Lausanne; the Museum of Contemporary Art Houston; the Berlin Kunstverein; the Munich 
Kunstverein; the Munster Kunstverein; the Museum of Modern Art, Finland; and the Musee National De Montreal, 
as well as the Paris Biennial (1977), Venice Biennial (1985) and Montreal Biennial (2002). Colette has been the re-
cipient of grants from the Joan Mitchell Foundation (2013), Warhol Foundation (2013), John Simon Guggenheim 
Memorial Foundation (2006), Pollock-Krasner Foundation (2004), and the National Endowment for the Arts 
(1976/1985), among others.
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